Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation
Honour School of Modern Languages

Brief note about nature of change: minor amendment of paper title

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2018 (http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2018-19/hsofmodelang/)

Effective date
For students starting from MT 2019
For first examination from 2021-22

Detail of change
Amend citation reference 1.187 as follows (deleted text struck through)

1.187 The History of the French language up to the mid-twentieth century

Explanatory Notes
The content and examination format of this paper have been updated in light of postholder and student input (updates have thus been approved to other relevant course documentation: FHS French handbook and examination conventions), with a consequent amendment to the paper title, as the paper’s chronological range now extends to more recent French. The new title is also in line with the title format of Paper IV in several other ML languages.